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Ratinov and Kanevsky: Multi-Language Machine Translation Speech Corrector

MULTI-LANGUAGE MACHINE TRANSLATION SPEECH CORRECTOR
ABSTRACT
A system and method are proposed that will leverage language models from multiple
language machine translations (MT) for better speech recognition. Wherever ambiguity exists
in interpreting speech, the system identifies each transcribed option of homophones for
interpretation through translation. The system then translates each sentence corresponding to
the options of homophones into multiple languages. The method comprises a scoring system
that is used by the machine translation system for assessing translations whereby the
translation which makes less sense is given a lower score. The system combines the scores
assigned to each translated homophone in the various languages and selects the interpretation
with the highest score as the correct one.
BACKGROUND
Automated speech recognition (ASR) systems are used to transcribe words spoken by
a person into a microphone, telephone or the audio conversation in a video clip into written
text. ASR systems often need to choose between different similar sounding options called a
confusion set. The homophone ambiguity is worsened by lack of clarity in the person’s
speech characteristics, his or her foreign accent, or the circumstances where the system needs
to choose between different similar sounding words (homophones).
For example, a voice message “Hi Kelly, dad calling” was transcribed by the ASR
system as “Hi Kelly, death calling.” In the case above, the similar sounding words
“dad/death/beth” form a confusion set. Typically, errors in speech recognition are resolved
via a language model. For example, in English, the phrase “to eat” is much more frequent
than “two eat”. Hence when presented with the confusion set “I want [two/to/too] eat”, ASR
can use phrase frequencies to make the correct choice. Most natural language processing
systems are statistically discriminative enough to handle homophone errors. However the
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homophone ambiguity could be worsened because of the poor grammar of the speaker. While
“Dad is calling” is a much more likely expression than “Death is calling”, the omission of the
word “is” can throw off the statistical analysis, since it would be impossible to cover possible
error cases.
Another reason for homophone or speech recognition errors could be that language
model scores cannot be computed for some rarely seen pairs or triplets of words. Utterances
of these rare pairs or triplet words may not have been present in the textual corpuses that
were used to collect language model statistics. There is therefore a need to develop new
methods to deal with speech recognition errors that are due to poor semantic or language
modeling. Some existing systems use machine translation with spelling check, while others
use a voting system to overcome the homophone problem. A new method has been proposed
to overcome some of the shortcomings of the existing automated speech recognition systems.
DESCRIPTION
A system and method are proposed that will leverage language models from multiple
language machine translations (MT) for better speech recognition. Presently, some MT
systems assign scores to the translated options, which are used by the system. The system
assumes that a lower score is given to the translations that make less sense. The system
identifies each transcribed option of the homophones and translates each corresponding
sentence into multiple languages. Each translation for one option is associated with a score
given by the system. A figure of merit is arrived at for that option by combining the scores
obtained for the MTs done in different languages. Likewise, the various options for the
homophones are comparatively evaluated. The option that scores the highest is then
considered the correct interpretation and output by the system.
The combining of scores or comparative evaluation could be done in a number of
ways. One way to combine the scores is to use a majority vote among the translations to
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identify the most likely correct homophone. Another way is to identify the combined overall
score and compute the option with the highest score as the correct homophone. Other
methods that are statistically equivalent such as mean, median etc. could also be used to
identify the correct homophone.
In one example, an ASR system is confused between “Thanks for your
[thorough/poor] response”. The above two options were tried in the MT system with scoring
option and translated into three different languages. The score of each language is shown
below.
Russian: The score for “thorough” is much better than the score for “poor”.
The cost of “thorough” is 114
The cost of “poor” is 123
Hebrew: Score of “poor” is marginally better than “thorough”.
The cost of “thorough” is 115
The cost of “poor” is 113
French: Score of “thorough” is much better than “poor”.
The cost of “thorough” is 106
The cost of “poor” is 119
Thus, if these 3 languages were used and a majority vote taken, the verdict is 2:1 in favor of
the correct interpretation “Thanks for your thorough response”. The confidence score on the
two votes shown in favor of the correct translation is also observed to be much higher than
that of the erroneous translation.
The above example demonstrates that while the language model for one language can
be noisy, the errors can be overcome by using the method and system disclosed. The MT
system assigns lower score to a translation that does not make sense in the target language.
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Another example that demonstrates the usefulness of multiple languages MT for
speech error correction is illustrated in the following confusing pair of words: “Epic fail/Pick
fell”.
"Pick Fell" translated in several languages with highest scores:
Hebrew- 111.851
Lithuanian - 107.612
Russian - 96.346
"Epic Fail" translated in several languages with highest scores:
Hebrew - 113.313
Lithuanian - 101.185
Russian - 109.834
Based on voting combining the three machine translations, one can determine that “Epic Fail"
is a more likely choice than "Pick Fell", with a lower overall “cost” factor.
While the main focus of the system and method disclosed is correcting speech
recognition errors, it can also be used for error correction in machine translation of textual
sentences by seeing how some phrases are interpreted in other languages. It can also be used
for spelling correction. The disclosed method can be useful for automatic transcription and
translation of online content such as audios, videos, or any content with speech requiring
transcription.
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